
Paper-Mache Houses
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

They
come in
3 sizes!

See inside for details.

From dollhouses to seasonal decor—
there’s a house for every occasion. 

FEELS LIKE
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The key to a house—or storefront—with real charm? 
Think small. Shop the Miniatures section for details like  
crown moldings and sewing items. And shop the ribbon 
aisle for lace trim (awning) and pleated grosgrain (roof).

ALL IN STITCHES



First-home keepsake? Done. 
Just cut a medium paper-mache 

house down the middle, and 
adhere it to a frame. The frame 
has a chalkboard insert, which 

we covered with paper. Details: 
Cardstock shingles, faux-brick 
decorative tape, and vellum 

for windows.

WELCOME HOME
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A paper-mache house 
becomes a haunted mansion 
with a few tweaks. You can 
alter items from Miniatures: 

Break and reposition 
fence posts, add off-kilter 

shingles, and distress 
any painted pieces.

HAUNT CENTRAL



Retreat is just as sweet in miniature form. You’ll want a 
corrugated-paper tin roof and birch-bark paneling 
to make it feel authentic. And for a slice of nature, 

try adding a moss-covered foam base.

GREAT ESCAPE
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A village of lit-up houses is so 
festive—imagine homes that 

change with the seasons! Just 
cover houses with paper, and 
cut holes in the top pieces to 

accommodate a string of LEDs. 
Tip: Don’t forget to glue the 
two house pieces together!

CITY OF LIGHT

Pastel paints and decorative 
moldings give this house 

its spring-ness, but there’s 
another trick. Paper craft 
supplies—like 3D stickers, 
teeny flowers and border 
stickers—bring an Easter 

house hopping to life.

HOPPY DAYS

The shingles are wood ovals!
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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You could construct a winter wonderland with 
paper-mache houses, but we settled for a snowy 

tree lot. Red and green papers, dimensional 
stickers and faux snow help the scene feel jolly.

DECK THE HALLSDECK THE HALLS


